Hunter seeks change through compassion and systematic upheaval of the social systems which maintain the conditions of poverty, women without authority taking care of their children and their communities, and social mores which stigmatize citizens who seek the information or treatment they need to be productive members of their own societies. Such social change will challenge those in power to seek deeper solutions than those which will have an immediate effect on tourism, business, and investment decisions or their own political careers.
Hunter's thesis, in essence, is that we are all infected or affected with HIV/AIDS. As we accept this, we become a smaller community. By dealing with this problem together rather than competitively (and counterproductively), we can solve the problem globally and develop a functional and stable economy with healthy workers and families. HIV/AIDS affects the gross national product of countries and the eventual strength of families (and visa versa).
Hunter tells us what the landscape of HIV/AIDS looks like, including definitions and excellent descriptions of the effect of HIV/AIDS by population (e.g., women, men, children, and adolescents) and by its underlying causes. For example, poverty increases susceptibility to HIV since economic need drives social risk-taking for poor, young, people and despair drives many poor and marginalized children and teenagers into drug use. Hunter predicts increases in crime and loss of sccurity due to an increase in uneducated, unemployed, and dislocated citizens. Her recommended solutions go beyond suggesting the need to increase education and counseling for teens but to seek create a meaningful "social place." With the predicted devastation to the economic and social infrastructure of many countries, the loss of productive adults creates problems re-creating families, staffing oversized classrooms with more teachers, and training needed health care providers.
The extent, impact, and location of global and national poverty affect children in basic ways: perpetual deprivation of rights to food, health, education and earning opportunities, land and capital, and protection. The book substantiates a public health approach to the epidemic, offering concrete suggestions for local and national responses and community innovations (from child protection as a community responsibility and the protection of orphans' property, creating community gardens, and voluntary vocational training, to strategic planning, assessment, and management).
The book provides much more than a description of social and economic realities. Hunter reminds us that poverty and wealth of communities includes poverty and wealth of leadership; it measures the spiritual strength and commitment as well as poverty and wealth of resources. The impact on children orphaned or displaced from war, natural disaster, and HIV promises to be extraordinary in many countries, changing from the previously sporadic, short-term problem to a chronic, long-term problem expected to last for 30+ years.
Hunter urges a long-term perspective, suggesting interventions to reduce gender inequity, poverty, war, conflict, violence, and migration rather than the traditional approach to fixing problems as they occur. Reducing poverty, illiteracy, and increasing job skills, hope, and participation in society (especially for young people) may be the best hope for HIV prevention over the long-term. For example, there is a wonderful chart on pages 183-186 that offers concrete examples of needed actions and policies for comprehensive social change.
The book is well-organized, with clear explanations about what comes next and why. It assumes an intelligent lay reader, which is much appreciated. Graphs, narrative boxed summaries, pull quotes, and different strategies help the reader to understand and digest important points possibly lost in 300 pages of text. The text's format and margins are full justification. The almost 200 figures and tables, while often helpful, are sometimes overdone and distracting, and, with so many illustrations, there were often large gaps between words, also distracting to the reader. In addition, the visual images illustrating the text were often not clear. They seemed shadowy and fuzzy, as if from copies. While Hunter illustrates her points and brings to life with individual quotes a sense of the lives (and often pain) of those affected by the pandemic, the reader's eye bounces around the pages.
References to other sections in thc book serve to guide the reader and avoid redundancy. The book is an excellent reference, chock full of information, easily found and understood. It needed to be written and will benefit local planners and policy makers, international workers, health educators, public health and complementary health care providers, and students and teachers alike. I was both saddened and hopeful after reading this book. If Dr. Hunter can compel us to demand changes and make up work toward them, then this book was well worth her effort.
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T h e \Vay of Qigong: T h e A r t and Science of Chinese Energy Healing. Kenneth S. Cohen. New York: Ballantine Books. S14.95,427 pp., paperback. ISBN: 0-345-42109-4.
This outstanding and remarkable book is an excellent resource written by renowned qigong master, Kenneth Cohen. Cohen's contribution unlocks the mysteries of qigong for western practitioners and medical professionals alike. As such, it is priceless. The volume is divided into four sections. Section I ("What is qigong?") leads the reader through the sources of Qi and how Qi nioves and is stored in the human body according to the Chinese model of body energy. It includes an extensive review of qigong health outcomes research as experimental evidence that regular qigong practice improves "virtually all the systems of the body and has both preventive and curative effects." Some studies may not pass Western standards of scientific scrutiny, but there is a weight of evidence that cannot be ignored on the health benefits associated with regular qigong practice. Section 11 describes "Qigong Basics." Posture, including how the body should be held while doing qigong, is thoroughly discussed. Other topics are principles of relaxation and releasing tension, leading to sinking the Qi in the body, breath work, and intent.
Section 111 is entitled "The Way of Healing" and includes a chapter on types of qigong (meditative and active, self-healing massage techniques) and a complete qigong workout. External Qi healing techniques and correcting energy imbalances in the body are presented. This portion of the book reiterates that most qigong techniques are gentle and safe, however, there may be unpleasant side effects if not done properly. Certain movements are contraindicated for individuals with particular conditions. Recommendations on when, where and how much to practice are detailed.
Section IV is entitled "Qigong Lifestyle" and includes the Tao of diet (healthy eating), having tea, and a chapter on the "Art of Clouds and Rain" (sexual qigong techniques).
There are five appendices, including dates of Chinese dynasties, technical notes on the energy centers of the body (tantians) and meridians, a discussion of modern scientific scrutiny (double-blind or double standard), benefits of internal qigong, and a glossary of common qigong terms. Each chapter has extensive footnotes that are a wealth of inforniation and references for additional reading. There is a selected and recommended bibliography on various topics such as Chinese medicine, Taoist philosophy, religion and culture, diet and nutrition, mind-body medicine, and qigong practices. Cohen has masterfully woven readers' questions into a narrative that every Qigong teacher worth his tantien should read while doing the universal post position for a few hours. He does not spout "isms," "asms," and "ifics," but blends communication and, intellectual and experiential abilities to help the reader span the collective wisdoms of the earliest shamans of Qi to the clinic of Elmer Green. The work is written in a conversational style that can be read and reread many times, like tasting spectacular cuisine in different sittings. Of how many authors can we critically say: Why did you not write more than 427 pages?
Thirty-year students and beginners will all benefit from the clear presentation of the fundamental principles elucidated in this book. Cohen provides a fascinating explanation of the blazing trail of roots and branches of qigong and discusses research that is sure to stimulate discussion within the medical establishment. This discussion about research on qigong is backed by an incredible 60+ pages of references. It needs to be read by anyone who claims to have scholarly knowledge of qigong. If it is not in your complementary health practices library, your library is not complete. KAREN M. ERSTFELD, PHD
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